YOUR VOTE IS IMPORTANT

HIP at NeoCon: Voting

Interior Design's HiP at NeoCon (Honoring Industry People and Product) honors commercial industry people and products in workplace, hospitality, health and wellness, education, and institutional/government market sectors. Voice your HIP opinion.

**Voting closes on June 5.**

Winners and honorees will be announced Sunday, June 14. Visit HiP showrooms to see what's HiP at NeoCon 2015. Celebrate with us at the HiP, HiP Hooray Celebration on Tuesday, June 16 from 5-7PM

CLICK ON DESIGNER HOSPITALITY AND VOTE FOR ADAM STOVER & RISING STAR - SARA BARNES

1. Click on the link above then select **Person for HIP Award.**
2. Click on **Leader: Designer/Hospitality** (second line first column) Adam Stover and "Rising Star" category for Sara Barnes!
New books continue to arrive!
Look for them on the New Resources June shelf.

Here's a few:
* The golden section - nature's greatest secret - Scott Olsen
* Detail in contemporary lighting design - Jill Entwistle
* The practice of classical architecture - the architecture of Quinlan and Francis Terry 2005-2015 - David Watkin
* University trends - contemporary campus design - Jonathan Coulson, Paul Roberts and Isabelle Taylor
* The people, place, and space reader - Jen Jack Gieseeking and William Mangold, editors
* Detail in contemporary concrete architecture - David Phillips and Megumi Yamashita
* Drawing ideas - a hand-drawn approach for better design - Mark Baskinger and William Bardel

**Library Hours**
Monday through Friday 8 am to 5 pm unless otherwise posted. The temperature is pleasant in Weigel. Come in and spend time in your library.